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In this stunning follow-up to his acclaimed debut,
Thunderer, Felix Gilman’s brave hero returns from
one thrilling and dangerous quest only to confront
another. In a magical landscape where time is
meaningless, reality precarious, and countless
selves work toward countless possible futures, one
man must seek a city’s truth—and rediscover his
own. Imprisoned with a prophetic half human, half
beast, the lost man learns his name: Arjun. Slowly
the terrible memories emerge, and at last he
remembers where—and when—he has been. . . . In
the last days of the once great city of Ararat, Arjun is
just another ghost lost in the shadows of the
Mountain. To some, the Mountain is a myth, to
others, a weapon. Above all, it is a dark palace
leaving its seekers to wander the city below. For no
matter how far one walks, the Mountain never draws
closer, and time itself becomes another trap.
Rescued by two sisters from the mindless KnowNothings who erode what’s left of the city, Arjun
volunteers to retrieve their long-lost third sister from
a ghost like himself: Brace-Bel, another man out of
time. It will require a perilous trek through ruins to a
decadent mansion—one surrounded by traps and
devices that could not possibly exist yet. And what
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awaits Arjun inside is something he could not
possibly have imagined. As he struggles to recover
the lost girl and piece the fragments of his life back
together, Arjun knows he must finally return to the
beast to hear the rest of its prophecy. But each step
is more treacherous than the last . . . and the beast
who knows his fate may pose the most deadly trial
yet. A spellbinding novel of imagination and intrigue,
Gears of the City will propel you into an adventure
like no other, in a world like no other.
A scintillating debut novel about a young couple
whose marriage is tested when they move to an
army base rife with love triangles, life-or-death
conflicts, and a dramatic cover-up In 1959, Nat
Collier moves with her husband, Paul, and their two
young daughters to Idaho Falls, a remote military
town. An Army Specialist, Paul is stationed there to
help oversee one of the country’s first nuclear
reactors—an assignment that seems full of
opportunity. Then, on his rounds, Paul discovers that
the reactor is compromised, placing his family and
the entire community in danger. Worse, his superiors
set out to cover up the problem rather than fix it.
Paul can’t bring himself to tell Nat the truth, but his
lies only widen a growing gulf between them. Lonely
and restless, Nat is having trouble adjusting to their
new life. She struggles to fit into her role as a
housewife and longs for a real friend. When she
meets a rancher, Esrom, she finds herself drawn to
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him, comforted by his kindness and company. But as
rumors spread, the secrets between Nat and Paul
build and threaten to reach a breaking point. Based
on a true story of the only fatal nuclear accident to
occur in America, The Longest Night is a deeply
moving novel that explores the intricate makeup of a
marriage, the shifting nature of trust, and the ways
we try to protect the ones we love. Praise for The
Longest Night “[A] stunning debut.”—Entertainment
Weekly “[A] smart and detailed portrait of a
dissolving postwar marriage . . . will remind many
readers of Richard Yates’s Revolutionary
Road.”—San Francisco Chronicle “[Andria]
Williams’s quietly confident style is without swagger
or gimmick. . . . What emerges most powerfully from
The Longest Night is a kind of quiet wonder at the
exquisite intricacy, but astonishing durability, of
familial love.”—Los Angeles Review of Books “Think
Army Wives meets Serial meets your perfect long
weekend read. About an army base with a lot of love
triangles, and a cover-up.”—theSkimm “The tension
builds heavily with each page.”—InStyle “Scintillating
. . . A smoldering, altogether impressive debut that
probes the social and emotional strains on military
families in a fresh and insightful way.”—Kirkus
Reviews (starred review) “[A] luminous debut . . .
Williams expertly builds tension between Paul and
Nat as the story progresses towards the inevitable
nuclear tragedy in this utterly absorbing and richly
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rewarding novel.”—Booklist (starred review) “Andria
Williams’s debut is an intimately detailed portrait of
love, trust, and guilt in a town—and an era—clouded
with secrets.”—Celeste Ng, author of Everything I
Never Told You “A smart and compassionate novel
that offers as many fresh insights into marriage and
intimacy as it does about American nuclear history.
Andria Williams is a terrific writer—clear-eyed and
empathetic—and this is a fantastic debut.”—Molly
Antopol, author of The UnAmericans “It’s hard to
believe The Longest Night is Andria Williams’s
debut novel. Her command of language, character
and plot—the three essential ingredients for a riveting
read—is extraordinary.”—David Abrams, author of
Fobbit
Fired from a job he hated at a company he loved,
videogame designer Paul Reynolds is drowning his
sorrows in late-morning margaritas when he meets
an alluring, pink-haired conwoman named Chloe.
With her gang of technopirate friends, Chloe helps
Paul not only take revenge on his former employers,
but also extort a small fortune from them in the
process. What more could a recently unemployed,
over-worked videogame designer in Silicon Valley
ask for? In return for Chloe's help, Paul agrees to
create counterfeit comic books for one of her crew's
criminal schemes. In the process he falls in for their
fun loving, drug fueled ''off the grid'' lifestyle almost
as fast as he falls head over heels for Chloe. Wary of
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the Crew's darker side, but eager to impress both the
girl and the gang, Paul uses his game design
expertise to invent a masterful con of his own. If all
goes according to plan, it will be one for the ages.
But can he trust any of them, or is he the one who's
really being conned? Inspired by author Rick
Dakan's own eventful experiences in the videogame
and comic book industries, Geek Mafia, satisfies the
hunger in all of us to buck the system, take revenge
on corporate America, and live a life of excitement
and adventure.
The best way to prepare for any exam is to practice,
but only if the practice questions are worthwhile. You
don't want to waste time - and money! - retaking an
exam. You want to accelerate your education, not
miss opportunities for starting your future career!
Every year, thousands of people think that they are
ready for the GED test but realize too late when they
get their score back that they were not ready at all.
There are a variety of methods to prepare for the
GED test...and they get a variety of results. Losing
points on the GED exam can cost you precious time,
money, and effort that you shouldn't have to spend.
What is in the book? It's like real-time study guide as
you practice to help lock in the necessary
information. Why spend days or even weeks reading
through meaningless junk, trying to sort out the
helpful information from the fluff? We give you
everything you need to know in a concise,
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comprehensive, and effective package.
After spending eight years in prison for a crime he
didn't commit, Thomas Donovan returns home to the
windswept prairies of Wyoming hoping to find a
second chance at life and only to discover a second
chance at love.
Ten years ago, fifteen-year-old Jade Flynn and three
other girls were forced to work for a man they
nicknamed 'The Geezer'. Until a shocking event
made them rebel. Now Jade is living a respectable
life as Jackie Jarvis, she's planning to get married.
Until the Geezer turns up. He'll kill them all, unless
they do one last job...
Prepared jointly with Her Majesty's Nautical Almanac
Office, United Kingdom Hydrographic Office.
Designed in consultation with other astronomers of
many countries. Provides current, accurate
astronomical data for use in the making and
reduction of observations and for general purposes.
The Astronomical Almanac Online extends the
printed version by providing data best presented in
machine-readable form. Online data are provided for
several years. Contains data for astronomy, space
sciences, geodesy, surveying, navigation, and other
applications. Also used for navigation by air and
water. The Astronomical Almanac is a joint
publication of the U.S. Nautical Almanac Office,
United States Naval Observatory (USNO), in the
United States and Her Majesty's Nautical Almanac
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Office (HMNAO), United Kingdom Hydrographic
Office (UKHO), in the United Kingdom. This annual
publication contains precise ephemerides of the Sun,
Moon, planets, and satellites, data for eclipses and
other astronomical phenomena for a given year, and
serves as a world-wide standard for such
information."
Four very hungry bunnies have run out of carrots!
One by one they hop off to the vegetable patch. But
someone is lying in wait. Someone BIG... and BAD!
A fabulous, funny story about a big, bad bunny, and
how to stop bullies like him!
Archie is a Geek to his core – and despite having a
Close Encounter with Sarah at the beginning of term,
he’s still completely clueless about girls. Enter Clare –
an older woman (she’s sixteen) who Archie meets on
his weekend trip to see his dad and his nightmare stepmum, Jane. Clare and Archie hit it off – and she comes
up with a brilliant, foolproof way to get their crushes to
notice them: pretend to be going out with one another!
What can possibly go wrong? With school, Sarah, a fake
girlfriend and his insane family to deal with, Archie and
his mates step-up the nerdiness and go Live Action Roleplay gaming. Ladies and gentlemen, we are entering a
new era… A warm, witty tale of being a teenage geek,
Geekhood captures the awkwardness of being a
teenager perfectly. Geekhood has won huge acclaim and
deserves a place in the heart of any teenager with even
slightly geeky leanings. "A deliciously tender story that
wittily captures the ecstasy and agony of being a
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teenager." Julia Eccleshare, Lovereading4kids. "This
book makes being a geek sound pretty cool to me!" True
Blood's Stephen Moyer.
Cute Cat Notebook for primary school girls, boys, also
college students, to be used for story writing and other
composition practice, as a planner and a journal.
Specifications: Cover Finish: Matte Dimensions: 7.44" x
9.69" (18.9 cm x 24.61 cm) Interior: Blank, White paper,
lined Pages: 100
Learn how to draw proportional, realistic portraits in this
easy to follow, step-by-step tutorial! Learn from an
experienced artist and art teacher, Jasmina Susak, who
will guide you in drawing process from complete scratch
to the finished portrait. Not only will you learn how to
draw facial features and skin, but hair too in this highly
detailed tutorial. This tutorial was made for intermediate
artists, but beginners should also give it a try since
Jasmina will share a lot of tips and tricks that will help
you understand the most important things behind a
realistic style of drawing. Take this book, enhance your
drawing skills, and get your portraits to the next level!
Cordelia is eight years old, with a name she hates, a
mother who's distracted, and a nanny who doesn't speak
her language. Everyone thinks she's a little girl with
problems, but to Cordelia, her only problem is that
everyone has a colour and she doesn't: mum's is "steely
and sharp", nanny Martha is "sandy and slippery", her
teacher is "clammy and whitish like over-cooked pasta",
while grandad was "green and gold". How can she know
what her colour is?And so one day Cordelia decides not
to go to school, but to go off on an adventure to find her
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colour. If she finds it, she thinks, then she'll also find the
key to all the boxes where words are locked away, and
she'll be able to break the pact of silence she's made,
even with her little confidante, Cordelia-in-the-mirror.Who
is Mr d? Why does she decide some people on the
streets of Milan are invisible? And why is White-wizard
following her? A quirky rite-of-passage story whose
delightful magic captivates the reader.
In a shocking twist (okay, maybe not so shocking...),
Kimihito learns that he's been playing host to a princess!
Mero the mermaid is actually the daughter of the king
and queen of the sea, and now her royal mother is
summoning her back home. Kimihito, along with the
other monster girls living in his household, go to visit the
mermaid queen in the hopes of changing her mind.
Along the way, they uncover a tangled scheme that
involves kidnapping, royal intrigue, tragedy, and, of
course, naughty tentacles. If this intrepid group can
manage to stay un-molested long enough to solve the
mystery, they could transform the entire mermaid
kingdom! But for once, Kimihito isn't the only one risking
his life in the name of interspecies relations.
You Are 1-Click Away From Learning About Hand
Lettering Design And Beautiful Brush Pen Calligraphy To
Help You Put Meaning Into A Design Or Put Your
Personality And Voice Into An Otherwise Toneless Word!
Hand lettering and brush pen calligraphy are increasingly
becoming popular these days for several reasons: More
people are seeing the products of hand lettering and
brush and pen calligraphy on social media and different
other avenues and instantly developing interest on the
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art/skill behind the product More people are discovering
that it is more than just a nice skill to have but a powerful
way to neutralize stress, anxiety, depression, negative
thoughts, fear, worry and many others. Hand lettering
and brush pen calligraphy pay well, with estimates
stating that you could earn as much as over $50,000 a
year as a full time calligrapher, with more revenue
expected from side projects, sale of completed pieces
and teaching Indeed, there is something that is
mesmerizing and captivating about watching a written
word become a piece of graceful art. And not just that;
you can't help but wonder how someone can create
something so captivating all by hand when you see a
complete hand lettering and brush pen calligraphy piece!
If you have special interest in hand lettering and brush
pen calligraphy, I know you might be wondering... What
does it take to develop and nurture such a skill to a level
where you are confident in your skillset? Can you learn
hand lettering and brush pen calligraphy to a point of
mastering it? What will you need? How can you get
started? How can you master the skill fast? If you have
these and other related questions, this book is for you so
keep reading, as it covers the ins and outs of hand
lettering and brush pen calligraphy to bring the pro out in
you! This book will teach you: An introduction to what
calligraphy is all about and its history Insight on some
modern tools and techniques used in calligraphy and
some artwork by calligraphy pros 10 tips to help you plan
your invitations and the connection between growing
monograms and calligraphy Everything you need to
know about hand lettering and how you can start with
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hand lettering The fundamentals of contemporary hand
lettering The hand lettering terminology and how to
embrace your inner amateur The difference between
hand lettering and calligraphy How to write calligraphy
well with illustrations to help you practice and understand
better How to compose in calligraphy, including the ins
and outs of abstract art Steps that you can follow to
successfully write calligraphy How to trace modern
calligraphy, including the type faces and how to do it
Modern examples of monospaced fonts, carrier and
Monaco And much more! Acquiring a new skill can prove
to be quite difficult at first but with practice and patience,
you'll be a pro in no time. Even if you've never attempted
hand lettering and calligraphy before, this book will teach
what you need to get started using simple, easy to follow
steps that you can apply right away! Are you ready to
unleash the inner artist within you? If you are, Just scroll
up and click Buy Now With 1-Click or Buy Now to get
started today!
Tess Garritsen calls this one "my favorite book of the
year!" In 1176, King Henry II sends his daughter Joanna
to Palermo to marry his cousin, the king of Sicily. Henry
chooses Adelia Aguilar to travel with the princess and
safeguard her health. But when people in the wedding
procession are murdered, Adelia and Rowley must
discover the killer's identity, and whether he is stalking
the princess or Adelia herself.
TRAVEL & HOLIDAY GUIDES. Curves: Northern Italy:
Lombardy, South Tyrol, Veneto portrays the most
beautiful passes of Northern Italy. Starting at the
Timmelsjoch, heading south to Lake Garda, and then
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east to the Three Peaks in South Tyrol, this book will
lead you on a stunning journey through some of Northern
Italy's most beautiful roadway scenescapes. Among the
special highlights are the Gavia Pass, the Monte Baldo
high alpine road and the Three Peaks. Stefan Bogner
shot the atmospheric photos - some of them from a
helicopter - to capture the full magnificence fo the
landscape. In addition to full-colour photography, Curves
is also a useful travel guide, offering tips for restaurants
and hotels along the route.
"Starts creepy and slowly ratchets up the dread until the last
page." -Newsarama In a future where our solar system has
been colonized by wealthy elites, interstellar bounty hunters
Dagmar, Rick, and Jules follow a missing girl's trail to a cult
on Ganymede, Jupiter's largest moon. When they arrive, the
intrepid bounty hunters discover the cultists have provoked a
terrifying force. This ghost story in space reunites comics'
king of macabre Steve Niles with his longtime collaborator
Christopher Mitten, whose stylish mix of grit and flow matches
Steve's sharp characterizations and taste for screams.
"Without a doubt the creepiest comic I've read this year.
Everything comes together to make a truly haunting
experience with an ever present feeling of crushing space
dread." -AiPT! "The true beauty of The Disciples rests in its
haunting relatability. All humans in space are just a moment
away from insignificance, and Niles and Company make sure
you can feel it... we're forced to confront all of the terrifying
truths we otherwise avoid in the safety of our terrestrial
trappings." -Doom Rocket
While walking home, an "unlucky" mouse suffers minor
mishaps which repeatedly save him from being eaten by
various animals.
When an old woman storms into the Rijks Museum
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demanding the return of her painting, archivist Ruth Braams
cannot quell her curiosity. Ruth delves into the history of the
piece of looted Nazi art and discovers an enigmatic picture
with a disturbing wartime provenance. It also appears that the
elderly Lydia is not the only claimant and, against strict
bureau regulations, Ruth endeavours to help strengthen her
case. Days later, Ruth begins to receive sinister anonymous
threats, warning her to stay away from Lydia and the painting.
As the threats escalate, Ruth realises that there must be far
more to the painting's popularity, and she enters into a series
of increasingly lethal adventures as she investigates the
painting's secret symbolism . . . A brilliant evocation of
Amsterdam that combines fascinating historical detail with a
cast of sharply realised characters - a fast-paced, finely
crafted, riveting mystery.
Got a yearning to pick up a pen and see what you can do?
Go for it! But don't sketch alone—let popular artist and teacher
Claudia Nice be your guide. She'll make your first steps fun
and successful! In her trademark style—friendly and
encouraging—Claudia will show you how to do a sketch of a
subject that actually ends up looking like the subject. And she
shares her secrets for turning simple lines and dots into all
kinds of lifelike textures, including leaves, glass, hair, fruit,
water, clouds, wood grain, grass, fur and feathers. Easy (and
fun!) exercises get you started. Step-by-step projects teach
techniques as you draw trees, flowers, barns, animals and
other subjects—even people! And demonstrations show you
how to put all that you've learned together to create a finished
picture. So go ahead—grab that pen and have fun! Just follow
along with Claudia to get the hang of it, and before you know
it you'll be making your own, original pen-and-ink drawings!
The second season of superb series Kenya (5 volumes).
Adventure and exoticism in 1940s Africa!
Cambridge ICT Starters: Initial Steps uses lively illustrations
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and screen displays to build and develop children's ICT skills.
It shows them how to create and edit stories and poems;
create pictures; produce graphs and pictograms; send,
receive and reply to emails; and find out information using CDROMS. The activities in the book use Microsoft Office XP
software, Microsoft Paint, MSWLogo, Microsoft Encarta and
Microsoft Outlook Express. Benefits and features include: a
close match to the content and order of the syllabus; an easyto-follow format; learning objectives to help teachers; clear
step-by-step instruction in using a computer; and stimulating
fun-to-do activities. This book is to be used in the classroom
with guidance from trained teachers. Materials and prepared
files are available to teachers on the Danawa Resources Sdn
Bhd (www.DaRes.com.my) website.
Contract Law Concentrate is written and designed to help you
succeed. Accurate and reliable, Concentrate guides help
focus your revision and maximise your exam performance.
Each guide includes revision tips, advice on how to achieve
extra marks, and a thorough and focused breakdown of the
key topics and cases.
This book--which won the 2000 DRUM Magazine Readers'
Poll for "Best Instructional Book"--is a complete, step-by-step
course on conga drumming. It's the book we looked for but
couldn't find when we were first learning to drum. We did
everything we could to make it user-friendly, so even nonmusicians could understand it. The book teaches families of
drum parts for several authentic Afro-Caribbean rhythms,
including rumba, bomba, calypso, conga, and bembe. The
instruction is clear and step-by-step, and the writing creates
the intimate feel of private lessons. The charts are big and
easy to read. Life-like illustrations clearly demonstrate proper
technique for each stroke. Please note: audio files of the CD
that comes with the print version of this book are not included
in this ebook version (but are available separately).
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Selected for pupils in their first years of piano lessons,
this volume contains 50 of the most beautiful original
compositions for piano from the days of Johann
Sebastian Bach (1685-1750) to the days of Alexander
Grechaninov, providing playing material from the
baroque period to the early 20th century. Apart from
numerous individual pieces, it also contains easy
sonatas and sonatinas by Haydn, Clementi, Mozart, and
Beethoven. Complete with fingerings, tempo suggestions
and notes on the execution of ornaments, this collection
with its modern and reader-friendly layout is ideal for
lessons and for playing at home.
Adam Ballinger had a good degree, a fiancée, and a wellpaid job. So what made him risk it all for the gruelling,
year-long SAS Selection course, with a 90% chance of
failing to win the toughest badge in the British Army at
the end of it?
Awake, to worship with the morn, And consecrate thy
day new-born Again at eve in prayer be found As
shadows curtain earth around. The purpose of Awake
My Heart is to aid in constant and practical
communication with God and to present Christians with
solid, thought-provoking devotional material.
Flash on English for mechanics, electronics and
technical assistance is specifically designed for students
who are studying for a career in mechanics and
engineering. It introduces the vocabulary and the
language functions specific to this language sector, and
includes practice exercises in all four skills.
MARCUS FENIX. WAR HERO. LOYAL SON. TRAITOR.
Ten years after Emergence Day, as the Locust Horde
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advances on humanity’s last defended area—Ephyra—in
a bloody war that has seen billions die, Marcus Fenix
does the unthinkable: he defies orders and abandons his
post during a critical battle in a bid to rescue his father,
weapons scientist Adam Fenix. But Adam is buried in the
rubble during a ferocious assault on the Fenix mansion,
and Ephyra falls to the enemy. Marcus, grieving for a
father everyone believes is dead, is court-martialed for
dereliction of duty and sentenced to forty years in the
Coalition of Ordered Government’s brutal maximum
security prison, known simply as the Slab. But Adam is
very much alive, snatched from the destruction by the
elite Onyx Guard on Chairman Richard Prescott’s
orders. He’s now a long way from home and in a prison
of his own—a COG doomsday bunker on the tropical
island of Azura, a place hidden from the rest of Sera
since the Pendulum Wars. His own guilty secret has
been exposed: Adam knew the Locust existed deep
below the surface of Sera long before Emergence Day,
and were being driven from their tunnels by a lethal
parasite known as the Lambent. Now he has to find a
way to destroy the Lambent while the dwindling COG
forces fight to hold back a growing Locust army that’s
threatening to overrun the city. As Adam struggles to find
redemption in his comfortable island jail, Marcus seeks
his own atonement in the squalid, closed world within the
Slab’s granite walls. While Dom Santiago and Anya
Stroud fight to get him released, ready to make any
sacrifice to free him, Marcus gradually finds unexpected
kinship among Sera’s most dangerous criminals—and a
way to carry on his personal war against the Locust.
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“Adam, you knew this day would come.” It was a familiar
voice: silky, imperial, polished, and utterly human.
“Hello, Myrrah.” Adam Fenix found himself thinking of
the terrible Locust food again. “You got my message,
then.” “And how right you were. We do need you. And
we shall take you. I hope you’re not planning anything
foolish. You have responsibilities, Adam.” It would be a
living death. The Locust Queen would never release him,
even if he developed a countermeasure. But he didn’t
deserve any better. “I also have my service pistol.” “And
I can take your son at any time.” He had the measure of
her, then, and she had his. “You leave Marcus out of
this. It’s a condition.” He opened the desk drawer and
took out the handgun, a 9mm officer’s weapon. It made
a distinctive clunk on the wooden desktop as he
slammed it down. “If anything happens to him, I don’t
care what happens to the rest of Sera.”
Bill Bruford - once known as the godfather of progressiverock drumming - has been at the top of his profession for
four decades, playing with Yes, King Crimson, Genesis,
Earthworks, and many more. This is his autobiography, a
memoir of life at the heart of progressive rock and
electronic and acoustic jazz. It's an account of Bill's 40
years on the road and in the studio, rubbing shoulders
with everyone from Phil Collins to Allan Holdsworth and
creating an impressive tally of great music.
One of the best-selling cookbooks of all time, updated for
a new generation of home cooks. Few books have stood
the test of time like the Betty Crocker Cookbook; none
have kept up as well with the times and how people cook
today. Classic meets contemporary in the 12th edition,
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with 1,500 recipes, all from scratch, over one-third new,
and more than 1,000 photos. This one-stop resource
bursts with kitchen information and guidance as only
Betty Crocker can deliver. Learn to make a lattice crust,
master a braise, can pickles, and even debone a fish via
hundreds of how-to photos. Discover new ingredients
organized by region, such as Middle Eastern or Indian, in
vibrant ID photos. New and expanded chapters on onedish meals, beverages, DIY foods, whole grains, and
vegetarian cooking reflect what today’s budding cooks
want to eat, as do recipes such as Baba Ganoush, Short
Rib Ragu, Pho, Korean Fried Chicken, Cold-Brew Iced
Coffee, Cauliflower Steaks, Smoked Beef Brisket,
Quinoa Thumbprint Cookies, and Doughnuts. And
complete nutrition is included with every recipe.
Lyrical text and minimalist illustrations combine in an
imaginative story that features an intrepid goose whose
appearance is transformed by a sequence of transparent
pages that depict her as various insects, fish, birds and
animals. By the author of Clementine.
* Full coverage of SQL Server tools, from installation
Query Analyzer to English Query applications. * Shows
how to integrate SQL Server into your VB applications
using ADO. * Extensive coverage of Transact-SQL, and
particularly building stored procedures and calling them
from VB code. * Coverage extends right down to
advanced topics like SQL Server XML and building web
reports.
"Comprehensive reviews -- Proven Test Strategies -Practice Test Questions."--Cover.
Learn how to create beautiful, interactive, browser-based
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data visualizations with the D3 JavaScript library. This
hands-on book shows you how to use a combination of
JavaScript and SVG to build everything from simple bar
charts to complex infographics. You’ll learn how to use
basic D3 tools by building visualizations based on real
data from the New York Metropolitan Transit Authority.
Using historical tables, geographical information, and
other data, you’ll graph bus breakdowns and accidents
and the percentage of subway trains running on time,
among other examples. By the end of the book, you’ll be
prepared to build your own web-based data
visualizations with D3. Join a dataset with elements of a
webpage, and modify the elements based on the data
Map data values onto pixels and colors with D3’s scale
objects Apply axis and line generators to simplify aspects
of building visualizations Create a simple UI that allows
users to investigate and compare data Use D3
transitions in your UI to animate important aspects of the
data Get an introduction to D3 layout tools for building
more sophisticated visualizations If you can code and
manipulate data, and know how to work with JavaScript
and SVG, this book is for you.
A stunning visual history of the American Civil War
Visually arresting and comprehensive, The American
Civil War comes fully reviewed and updated, covering
the history, causes and consequences of the conflict,
providing eyewitness accounts by soldiers and civilians,
key profiles of military leaders and clear timelines that
give an instant overview of the developments during the
tumultuous war. Packed with galleries of weaponry and
equipment, and information on the treatment of wounded
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soldiers and slavery, this is a rich, detailed account of
one of the most controversial conflicts of our time. This
updated edition comes with new, highly illustrated pages
on memorial sites associated with the Civil War. An
invaluable resource for schools and libraries, as well as a
perfect companion for anyone interested in military and
social history.
Transform your business idea into a high potential
venture Big, bright and brilliant, Gear Up is an engaging
and practical workbook for anyone looking to pursue a
fresh business opportunity or grow an existing one.
Developed at Harvard Business School and Stanford
University, it's a bootcamp with clear, easy-to-follow
steps to test your business idea, assess its potential and
make it work! Based on a revolutionary 9-component
framework, Gear Up offers entrepreneurs, intrapreneurs,
innovative executives and business students a toolkit to
bring their ideas to life and transform them into high
potential ventures. Gear Up offers a useable business
tool for assessing the needs of a business idea and
helps you create a plan of action to promote business
success. By working through the chapters of the book,
you get to create a winning strategy based on
recommendations tried and tested by executives around
the world. Gear Up offers: - A step by step guide to help
you build a foundation for your business opportunity Solid business framework formulated from
entrepreneurs, academics and real life experience - A
highly practical workbook with visual, full-colour design
and compelling layout Gear Up also comes with
educators' support materials available at
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gearupventures.com PowerPoint presentations with
teaching notes Online course materials Course Schedule
Evaluation Forms Certificate for students who complete
the course Coming soon! - An innovative, interactive
digital toolkit Gear Up Virtual Toolkit (powered by You
Noodle): A digital platform where participants can
present their enterprise idea, work through the
framework, answering questions and get real-time
feedback from their facilitator/educator. The tool will even
generate a ready-made PowerPoint presentation at the
end of the process! Gear Up Mobile App (powered by
We Chat): This app allows students to answer questions
from their lecturers or vote in real-time from their phones
within the classroom. The app promotes student
engagement and class participation.
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